The endterm test is open notes/book. But do not use the full internet. These notes are restricted to those directly linked off of the course webpage; especially the M4D book.
Show your work and you will be eligible for partial credit on wrong answers (or just get them all right).

Take Home Final Rules
Any violation of these rules will result in an Academic Misconduct filing.

1. Spend at most 80 minutes on the test. You should attempt to make these consecutive minutes; but if life happens and you get interrupted (e.g., a child wakes up and needs your attention), that is ok to “pause the clock.”

2. Do not communicate with anyone else (especially other students in the course) about the test. The only exception are emails to profs/TAs about how to interpret questions. You may “pause the clock” while waiting for a reply; all general clarifications will be posted in a canvas thread.

3. Do not use resources beyond those directly linked off of the course website. Nothing should be required beyond the M4D book.

4. If you are aware of any efforts to violate these rules (including others communicating with you), it is your duty to report those violations to the professor. A failure to communicate to the professor a violation of these rules is itself a first class Academic Misconduct.

By signing below,
I pledge that I did not violate any of the above take home final rules.

sign here